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Warnings and Cautions 
CAUTION: IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT CORRECT OPERATION OF THUS UNIT IS 
MAINTAINED, 
ANY REPAIR OR SERVICE MUST BE PERFORMED BY EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL THAT ARE 
TRAINED BY FACTORY 
CAUTION ESDS: THE INTERNAL CIRCUITRY OF THIS UNIT CONTAINS ELECTROSTATIC 
DISCHARGE SENSITIVE DEVICES (ESDS). SUCH COMPONENTS MAY BE SENSITIVE TO HIGH 
VOLTAGES PRODUCED BY STATIC CHARGES FROM THE HUMAN BODY. DO NOT REMOVE 
ANY OF THE COVERS OF THIS UNIT WITHOUT TAKING PROPER PRECAUTIONS OR DAMAGE 
TO THE UNIT MAY OCCUR. 
CAUTION: DO NOT USE SOLVENTS OR STRONG CLEANING SOLUTIONS ON ANY PART OF 
THE UNIT OR DAMAGE TO THE UNIT MAY OCCUR. 
ARNING: DO NOT REMOVE OR DEFEAT THE EARTH GROUND CONNECTION ON THE UNTI 
POWER INPUT CONNECTOR OR THE UNIT’S POWER CORD. DAMAGE TO THE UNIT AND/OR 
INJURY TO THE OPERATOR MAY OCCUR. 
WARNING: THE UNIT SHOULD BE USED IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS 
OUTLINED IN THIS USERS GUIDE. THE SAFETY OF THE OPERATOR AND THE 
PERFORMANCE OF THE INSTRUMENT CANNOT BE GUARANTEED IF USED IN A MANNER 
NOT SPECIFIED BY FACTORY. 
Warning Symbols 
The following symbols appear on this manual 
 
  
 
 
 
CAUTION - Indicates that important operating and maintenance instructions are included 
in this User’s Guide.     
The lightning bolt with the arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle is intended to 
alert the user to the presence of “dangerous voltage” within the unit’s enclosure that may 
be of sufficient magnitude to constitute risk of electrical shock. 
 
The following symbols appear on the instrument: 

DISCONECT POWER BEFORE OPENING 

 
Warning       A mention position ：The rear of the pump cover of the chair 

The lower part of the rear of the stands 
Caution       GROUNDING RELIABILITY CAN ONLY BE ACHIVED WHEN THE EQUIPMENT IS 

CONNECTED TO AN EQUIVVALENT RECEPTACLE MARKED HOSPITAL ONLY 
OR HOSPITAL GRADE. 
A mention position ：In a power cable. 

～     Alternating Current 
A mention position ：In a product ravel. 

 

Protective Earth , A mention position  

A base of the inlet backside of the stands 

In the operation board of the stands 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

Introduction 
Congratulations on the purchase of your new OPHTHALMIC UNIT 
This User’s Guide is designed as a training and reference manual for operation, maintenance, and 
troubleshooting. We recommend that you read it carefully prior to use and follow the instructions in 
theguide to ensure optimum performance of your new product.Please retain this manual for future 
reference and to share with other users. Additional copies can be 
obtained from your authorized dealer. 

 

Unpacking  
Remove the plastic banding straps from the shipping carton. 

Note: Open the top of the shipping carton and look inside to make sure everything is secured before 
removing the carton.  
Remove the accessories from the stand and set aside for later assembly. Remove the box containing 
the head rest from the seat of the chair and set aside. Remove the angle iron from base which 
secure the base to the skid. You will need a claw hammer or crow/pry bar. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carefully slide the stand or chair from the shipping skid. You will need to tilt the stand or chair to 
remove the skid. Maneuver the stand and chair to your desired location (be sure your location is 
level) and remove the remaining packing materials. Unpack the remaining component boxes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAUTION  

To reduce the risk of personal injury or damage to the stand or chair, you 
should have someone assist you with removing the stand or chair from the 
skid. Never try moving the stand by holding on to the control panel and the base 
cover. 



 

 

Features, and Functions 
The items listed below should be included in the Advantage packaging containers. If any of these 
items are missing, please contact dealer. 
• Advantage Chair 
• Foot Switch 
• Stand Base With Control Panel and Charging Wells 
• Lower Instrument Arm 
• Overhead Lamp Assembly 
• Refractor Arm 
• Vertical Mounting Post 
• Lamp Cord 
• Allen Wrenches 
• Spare Fuses 
• User’s Guide 
• Power cable 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overhead Lamp Assembly 

Refractor Arm 
 
 
Vertical 
Mounting Pos 

Projector Arm  

Optional Keratometer Arm 
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Control Panel and 
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Lower Instrument Arm 
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Installation And Assembly 
 
Refractor Arm Assembly 
Weight : 4.5kg     Max allowable Load : 9.0kg 
1. With the locking ring facing down, feed the lamp cord through the mounting hole of the Refractor 

Arm 
2. Slide the Refractor Arm (with the lock ring to the bottom) down over the Vertical Post to the 

desired 
position and tighten the locking ring Allen screw. (Fig. 9) 

3. Screw the locking handle into the Refractor Arm and tighten. (Fig. 10) 
4. Slide the refractor mounting bar in the Refractor Arm and tighten. (Fig. 11) 
 
    
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Overhead Lamp Assembly 
 
1. Connect the Overhead Lamp cord to the Overhead Lamp. (Fig. 12) 
2. Raise the Overhead Lamp and insert the lamp bushing into the Vertical Post. (Fig. 13) 
3. Reinstall the Vertical Post Screw removed from the top of the vertical post. (Fig. 13) 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optional Keratometer Arm Assembly 

Weight : 6.0kg     Max allowable Load : 8.0kg 
1. With the locking ring facing down, feed the lamp cord through the mounting hole of the Third Arm. 
2. Slide the Third Arm, with the lock ring toward the bottom, down over the Vertical Post to the 

desired location and tighten the locking ring Allen screw. 
3. Remove the two shipping nuts. Do not remove the washers. 
4. Install the two locking handles supplied with the Third Arm. 
5. Remove the access cover over the Auxiliary Power Panel and plug the Third Arm power cord into 

the outlet labeled ACC. 
 
 
 

Optional Projector Arm Assembly 
Weight : 0.8kg     Max allowable Load : 6.0kg 

Locking Handle 

Lock Ring 

Locking Ring Allen Screw 
Refractor Mounting Bar 

Fig.11 

Fig.9 
Fig.10 

Overhead Lamp Cord Lamp Busing 
Vertical Post Screw 

Fig.12 Fig.13 



 

 

1. Starting at the locking ring, feed the string through the mounting hole of the Projector Arm 
2. Slide the Projector Arm, with lock ring to the bottom, down over the Vertical Post to the desired 

position and tighten the locking ring allen screw. 
 
 

Chair Set-Up 
1. Connect the chair power/control cord to the chair connector on the power input panel of the stand. 
2. Install the headrest using the four Allen screws supplied. (Fig. 17 & 18) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operation 
Control Panel  
The control panel (See page for control panel diagram) contains all of the electrical controls except 

(1) the main power ON/OFF switch, (2) a secondary chair UP/DOWN switch and (3) the lower arm 

vertical UP/DOWN switch. 

 
Main ON/OFF Switch 
The Main ON/OFF switch controls the electric power for the entire stand. This switch is a rocker type 
with an 
internal lamp that glows green when the power is ON. Press the side with the straight line “I” to turn 
the 
stand ON. Press the side with the circle “O” to turn the stand OFF. 
 
Charging Wells 
The charging wells are designed for hand-held instruments with a rechargeable battery. The charging 
wells will charge instrument batteries as long as the instrument handle is fully inserted in the well.  
 
NOTE 
Your hand-held instruments must be turned OFF prior to placing them in the charging well. 
Additionally, the stand Main ON/OFF switch must be ON for the instrument batteries to charge. 
 
Chair UP/DOWN Switch 
Press and hold the UP arrow to raise the chair. Press and hold the DOWN arrow to lower the chair.  
 
Chart Projector Outlet Switch 
The C.P. switch is a push type on-off button. It controls the electricity to the C.P. outlet on the lower 
left of the auxiliary power panel. If the switch is OFF, pressing the switch once will turn it on. If the 
switch is on, pressing the switch once will turn it off. An LED just to the left of the switch lights up 
when the switch is ON. 

 

Accessory Outlet Switch 
The ACC switch is a push type on-off switch. It controls the electricity to the ACC outlets on the left 
and Upper right of the power input panel. If the switch is OFF, pressing the switch once will turn it ON. 
If the switch is ON, pressing the switch once will turn it OFF. An LED just to the left of the switch lights 
up when the switch is ON. 

Fig.16 

Head Rest Mounting Holes 
Chair  power Connection 

Fig.17 Fig.18 



 

 

Lower Instrument Arm Outlet Switch 
The S.L. switch is a push type on-off switch to control the electricity to the outlet on the Lower 
Instrument Arm. If the switch is off, depressing it once will turn it on and apply power to the outlet on 
the Lower Instrument Arm. if the switch is on, depressing it once will turn the switch off. An LED just 
to the left of the switch illuminates to indicate the switch is on. 
 
Corded Instrument Voltage Selector 
Locate the Voltage Limit Switch for Corded Instrument located on the rear of the stand. Using a 
small flathead screwdriver, adjust the switch to the maximum voltage of your corded instrument 
connected to the binding post. 

 

Accessory Outlet Switch 
The ACC switch is a push type on-off switch. It controls the electricity to the ACC outlets on the left 
and 
Upper right of the power input panel. If the switch is OFF, pressing the switch once will turn it ON. If 
the switch is ON, pressing the switch once will turn it OFF. An LED just to the left of the switch lights 
up when the switch is ON. 
 
Lower Instrument Arm Outlet Switch 
The S.L. switch is a push type on-off switch to control the electricity to the outlet on the Lower 
Instrument Arm. If the switch is off, depressing it once will turn it on and apply power to the outlet on 
the Lower Instrument Arm. if the switch is on, depressing it once will turn the switch off. An LED just 
to the left of the switch illuminates to indicate the switch is on. 

 

Corded Instrument Voltage Selector 
Locate the Voltage Limit Switch for Corded Instrument located on the rear of the stand. Using a 
small flathead screwdriver, adjust the switch to the maximum voltage of your corded instrument 
connected to the binding post. 
NOTE: Do not select a voltage that exceeds the voltage rating your corded instrument. 
Once the maximum voltage has been selected, press the Power button in the area labeled 
“VOLTAGE” to turn your corded instrument on and off. Pressing the Left or Right Arrow one position 
at a time will increase or decrease the voltage to the corded instrument connected to the binding 
posts of the stand within the ange of the maximum voltage set by the Voltage Limit Switch on the rear 
of the stand. 
 
Overhead Lamp ON/OFF Intensity Controls 
The area labled “LAMP” has 3 separate buttons and a minimum to maximum LED scale. Pressing the 
Left or Right Arrow one position at a time will increase or decrease lamp intensity. Pressing the 
POWER switch will apply power to the Overhead Lamp. The LED on the scale will flash indicating 
power is applied to the lamp. You will hear a “beep” if the voltage has been changed from a previous 
setting. Pressing the POWER switch again removes power from the overhead lamp and the LED will 
remain ON. 

 

Lower Instrument Arm  
To move the lower instrument arm up or down, pressing the up or down switch while raising or 
lowering the arm. 
The lower instrument arm can be rotated 180 deg. to the left or right about the lower pivot joint by 
releasingthe locking handle located on the lower portion of the lower instrument arm. 
The intermediate section of the lower instrument arm can be rotated about its pivot point by releasing 
the locking handle located in the middle of the lower instrument arm. 
The outer-most portion of the lower instrument arm is a stiff friction joint capable of being rotated 180 
deg. And will stay in position. The knob at the end of the arm locks the rotation of the instrument 
about its pivot point. 
 
 

Refractor Arm 
Caution: The refractor arm can rise abruptly if the locking handle is released,when the arm has been 
left in a downward position, and it has not been balanced. Do not lock the arm in the lower position 
without a refractor installed.The refractor arm can be operated by releasing the locking handle. Push 
the handle away from yourself to release it. Pull the handle toward yourself to lock the refractor arm in 



 

 

place. The Locking handle controls all vertical and rotational movement of the arm. 
 
Counterbalance Adjustment 
To “fine tune” the counterbalancing action of the refractor arm: 
1. Move the locking lever to the unlocked position. 
2. Remove the side plate by removing the two 4mm allen screws. Leave the bushings and washers in 
place and set the side plate aside so it can be installed exactly as removed. 
3. Turn the adjusting wheels counterclockwise to reduce spring tension, clockwise to increase spring 
tension. Turn both wheels equal amounts until the arm comes to rest in a horizontal or slightly 
above horizontal position when released from the full up or full down position. (Fig. 19) 
4. Install the side plate. Adjust the friction of the vertical movement by adjusting the tension on the 
side plate bushing nearest the vertical post. Loosen the small set screw on the opposite side of the 
large screw. Tighten the large screw just until the arm will stay in the highest or lowest position 
when released. Tighten the small set screw to hold the adjustment. (Fig. 20) 
5. The bushing on the other end of the arm is held in place by the large screw. Tighten the small set 
screw to hold the large screw in place. (Fig 20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overhead Lamp 
Caution: The Overhead Lamp shade can get very hot. Do not grasp the lampshade near the bulb to 
adjust the position of the lamp 

assembly. 
Please do not touch it with an 
overhead lamp socket and a patient at the same time. 
To operate the Overhead lamp you must: 
1. Switch on the main ON/OFF switch on the front of the stand. 
2. Press the lamp POWER switch on the control panel. 
3. Press the left or right arrow to increase or decrease lamp intensity. 

 

Chair Operation  
Note: To raise or lower the chair, the main power ON/OFF switch on the front of the stand must be 
ON. 
To raise the chair press the up on the foot switch, the up arrow in the CHAIR section of the 
control panel, or the UP switch on the lower instrument arm. To lower the chair, press the down arrow 
on the foot switch, the down arrow in the CHAIR section of the control panel, or the DOWN switch on 
the lower instrument arm. Single press the DOWN button on the control panel for the chair’s Auto-
Down feature. 
 
Head Rest 
The head rest can be positioned by pulling the lock handle to the unlocked position, positioning the 
headrest in the desired position and squeesing the handle until it snaps into the locked position. 
 
Chair Back Rest 
The back rest can be positioned as required by squeezing the back rest lock handle and positioning 
the back rest as desired. When released, the handle will lock the back rest in position. 
 
Arm Rests 
The arm rests can be positioned in the vertical or horizontal position as desired. 

Adjusting Wheels 
Small Set Screw 



 

 

Foot Rest 

The foot rest can be positioned in the upright or horizontal position as needed. 

 

Accessories, Optional Equipment, Maintenance, and 
Cleaning 
Accessories: 
1. Fuses 
2. Metric Allen Wrench Set (2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm) 
 
Optional Equipment: 
1. Keratometer Arm 
2. Projector Arm 
 
Maintenance:  
There is no periodic or routine maintenance required. 
 
Cleaning: 
There are no special cleaning requirements. Do not use strong solvents when cleaning the unit. 
 
CAUTION: Before cleaning with a damp cloth, disconnect or unplug the stand from any power 
source. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Ophthalmic Chair 

INS-11103 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 



                                           
 

 

Product introduction 

The comfortable and beautiful INS-11103 electric lifting chair has large lifting 
range, low noise, safe and stable operation, and automatic limit functions, 
which makes it easier and faster for operators and customers to use the 
equipment. 

The INS-11103 headrest can be raised and the backrest can be reclined. Its 
function are more comprehensive. 

1. The chair can be rised or felled in the range of  0-140mm. 

2. The backrest angle can be adjusted in the range of 80 ° to 180 °. 

3. The chair can rotate 270° degrees (attention! Do not spin) 

4. The head pillow adjustment area is in a semicircle with a radius of 
250mm. 

 

Safety warning 

△Attention: 

1. Before installation and use, please read this manual carefully and install and use 
the equipment in strict accordance with the operating specifications. 

2. Before using the equipment, the grounding wire of the mains socket shall be 
installed reliably. 

3. When installing, moving or disassembling the device, it must be handled with care. 
Hammering and impact are strictly prohibited. The fasteners should be installed with 
even and gentle force. 

4. The whole machine  must be placed smoothly and firmly and avoided load 
bearing, shaking and other situations. The equipment should be installed in a 
ventilated, dry and clean place as far as possible. 

5. In case of equipment failure, please refer to this manual and carry out 
maintenance under the guidance of professionals. The adjustment of circuit must be 
carried out by professionals after power failure. 

6. The fuse and working lamp must be replaced according to the original 
specification and model. 

7. Make sure to use the specified power supply voltage, If  too high or too low, will 
be easy to cause equipment damage. 

8. When the work is finished, the main power supply should be turned off. If the 
machine is stopped for a long time, the power plug should be pulled out and a 
dustproof cloth should be put on. 

9. Do not use organic solvent to clean the surface of the equipment, or it will damage 
the appearance of the equipment. 



                                           
 

 

10. The chair load can not exceed the maximum bearing value. 
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This document is provided as existing products. The company reserves 
the right to amend or withdraw this document from time to time without 
prior notice. 



                                           
 

 

The latest product information and documentation information, please 
refer to the relevant content of the URL http://www.bjoptics.com. 

Technical Specifications 

1.Mechanical Parameters   

1. The lowest point of pedal clearance from the ground is 88mm. (as shown in figure 
01) 

2. Up and down within the range of 568mm (lowest point)  + 140±5mm. (as shown in 
figure 01)  

03.Chair rotation angle is 0 ° and 270 °. (Attention! Do not spin) 

04.The adjustment angle of backrest is 80 ° to 180 °. (as shown in figure 02) 

05.The head pillow adjustment area is in a semicircle with a radius of 250mm. (as 
shown in figure 01) 

06. The maximum load of the chair is 150kgs. 

 

                     Fig.01 

 

 



                                           
 

 

               Fig.02   

1 

2.Electrical Parameters 

01.In voltage: 100-V AC 50Hz/60Hz 

                          240V AC 50Hz/60Hz 

02.Output voltage: 100- AC 50Hz/60Hz 

       (The optional) 240V AC 50Hz/60Hz 

03.Engine power: 28V 1.5A DC 

04.Fuse: 5A 130/250V AC 

05.No load power: 1W 

06.Pressure test: 2KV 

07.Working mode: S1 

08.Main wire: 10A 120V/250V 

09.Working temperature:－30ºC~＋50ºC 

10.Relative humidity: less than 90% 

11.Force of pressing key: 1N~5N 

12.Cooling mode: nature cooling 

 

3. Installation Dimension 

Figure size: 1884mm x 1316mm x 1663mm（No contain pillow and adjusted size of 

the backrest）as shown in figure 03. 

The weight of the whole machine:145kgs 

 

 



                                           
 

 

Fig.3 

2 

Product Parts Description 
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Packing List 
  



                                           
 

 

Name Packing list 

Chair 
packing 

Tool kit 

A set of Allen wrench 

Dual-purpose screwdriver 

Fuse: 2pcs 

chair leveling anti-skid bolts: 
4pcs 

Chair: 1pc 

 Footboard switch : 1pc 

Power line:2pcs 

Chair connecting line(single plug): 1pc 

Using manual: 1pc 

 
 

Installation Instructions 
01. Move the chair packing box to the desired location before opening the packing 
box. 

02. Open the packing box, first read the using manual in detail and check whether 
the parts, random tools and chair are complete according to the packing list. 

Breakage. 

03. Remove the fixing bolts from the four corners of the chair base with a Philips 
screwdriver (as shown in figure 04), tear off the packaging film, and check that 
whether the chair rotating locking handle is in the locking state (clockwise is locked), 
two people lift the chair and put it on the working position. 

4. Tear off the protective film on the base plate, place the level ruler on the base 
plate, and then take out the four leveling anti-skid bolts in the tool kit (as shown in 
figure 05). Use size 4 Allen wrench to screw the leveling bolt into the mounting hole 
(as shown in figure 06) to level the chair. 

05.Take out the chair cable, respectively connected to the chair and control cabinet, 
and then screw the locknut tight on the aviation plug. 

06. Power on for trial operation, and test the key functions of the control panel, 
including chair lifting function, noise, working lamp, computer and projector 
operation. After no error, install the front cover of the control cabinet of the 
ophthalmic unit table. 

Attention!!!When the control cabinet provides power to the chair, the power supply 
line of the chair should be broken to avoid burning the seat power supply and the 
chair circuit board. 
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Fig.04                     Fig.05                   Fig.06 

 

Using Method 

1. Power On And Power Off 

01. Power on: after plugging the power cord into the power input socket, connect to 
the external power (attention! Whether the external power supply is in line with the 
chair identification power supply). Turn on the main power switch of the chair (then 
the power switch indicator light will be on) , and the power will be started. 

02. Power off: first, lower the chair to the lowest level, and then turn off the main 
power switch (then the power switch indicator light will be off). Unplug the power 
cord when not in use for a long time. 

2. Power Panel  

01. Power Panel Description 

 

     01 power input socket and fuse       02 chair connecting line socket  

       03 backrest controlling socket      04 main power switch      05 pedal switch socket 

 

02.Chair Socket description 

      Reference diagram of five-core aviation plug wiring 

 
       Attention!!! When the control cabinet provides power to the chair, the power 
supply line of the chair should be broken to avoid burning the seat power supply and 
the chair circuit board. 
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2. Chair Using Method 

01. Chair Parts Description   

 
 

01  headrest                                  02  back cushion          03  armrest               04  cushion  

05  rotating locking handle         06  pedal                       07  headrest adjusting arm      

08   back adjusting handle          09  lifting switch           10  telescopic cover   

11  engine box                              12  base 

 

02. Chair Backrest Control Switch Using Description 

 
The control panel of the chair backrest on both sides  is the chair (CHAIR) lift switch, 

press (△) key can up (UP), and press (▽) key can down (DOWN). 

03. Chair Using Description 

1) Rotate the chair locking handle clockwise to lock the chair, and the chair will not 
be rotated; rotate the chair locking handle counterclockwise to unlock the chair , 
then the chair can rotate with 360 °(Attention! Do not spin). 

2)Both armrests with perpendicular to the backrest plate and move with it, they can 
do 90 ° up rotation, and only in the two position  of 0 ° and 90 ° to be locked. 

3) The angle of the backrest can be adjusted by holding the backrest adjusting 
handle, and the backrest can be locked to keep still by releasing the handle; Backrest 
can do 80 ° to 180 ° rotation (as shown in figure 07). 

4) Lift the locking handle of the headrest arm to unlock (Attention! Hold the headrest 
with your hands when lifting the locking handle to avoid rapid fall  to hurt 
someone)(as shown in figure 08). According to the user's requirements it can be 
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 moved within the semicircle with a radius of 360mm, and press down the locking 
handle to make the headrest in the locking state, and headrest arm is locked; 
headrest cushion  can do a 60 ° swing with the arm. 

5) Plug the pedal switch attachment plug into the socket on the lower left side of the 
power board on the motor box. Press the red switch can make the pedal up and 
press the black can make it down. 

6) Plug the connecting wire out of the backrest into the socket on the upper left side 
of the power board on the motor box. It is the control switch connecting wire on the 
backrest. 

                                   

                  Fig.07                                                  Fig.08 

Trouble And Maintenance Of Chair 

1) Both the armrests are not on the same horizontal surface (one is high and the 
other is low). Use Size 5 Allen wrench to loosen the locking screw at the root of the 
armrests that not perpendicular to the backrest plate by counterclockwise rotation 
of the bolt (as shown in figure 09), after making the armrest perpendicular to the 
backrest plate, turn the locking screw by clockwise rotation. 

2) after releasing the backrest adjusting handle, the chair backrest can still be moved 
or cannot be moved normally after holding the handle. Use a Phillips screwdriver to 
loosen the fastening screw at the back cushion of the chair backrest by 
counterclockwise rotation (as shown in figure 10), lift the back cushion upward and 
set it aside; use the 10-12 open spanner to loosen the adjusting screw by 
counterclockwise rotation (as shown in figure 11), then adjust the length distance of 
the wire rope, reducing the distance is be loosened, increasing the distance is be 
locked; After adjusting, install the chair cushion from top to bottom and fix it by the 
screw . 

3) After the headrest arm is locked, the headrest moves back phenomenon (the 
locking handle cannot be locked). Lift the locking handle of the headrest arm up  to 
unlock( attention! Hold the headrest with your hands when lifting the locking handle 
to avoid rapid fall  to hurt someone) then put it on the backrest (as shown in figure 
12) , and use a size 4 Allen wrench to lock the top wire at the bottom of the locking 
handle arm with counterclockwise rotation (as shown in figure 13), and then use a 
slotted screwdriver to rotate the adjusting screw clockwise to tighten (the 
counterclockwise is be loosened), the range of each adjustment is 1/4 or 1/2 circle 
(as shown in figure 14), after the adjustment, the top wire shall be rotated in to lock  
tighten by using the Allen wrench (as shown in figure 15). 

4) If the headrest cushion is loose, use a size 4 Allen wrench to rotate the two fixing 
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screws of the headrest and the supporting arm tighten by clockwise rotation.  

Attention! The chair can rotate in 360 ° , but don’t spin (can damage control switch 
connecting line of the backrest). When lifting the locking handle of the headrest 
arm , hold the headrest with your hands to avoid the damage of personnel and 
equipment caused by the sudden slide. 

                       

Fig.09               Fig.10             Fig.11            Fig.12         Fig.13           Fig.14          Fig.15 

 

Common Trouble And Solution 

Trouble Phenomenon Trouble Cause 
Maintenance And 
Repair Method 

The indicator light doesn't 
work after starting up. 

Fuse blow Check and change 

The plug is not properly 
plugged in 

Insert the plug 

Socket without power (no 
mains power) 

Test confirmed 

The indicator light is on after 
starting up(power on), but 

doesn’t work 
Bad contact of plug 

Check circuit and 
solution 

The machine is powered on 
(power supply, control 
panel), but doesn’t work. 

Control panel is broken Check and change 

The voltage does not 
conform to the regulations 

Test confirmed 

The limit switch of the chair 
under the working table is 
powerless. 

Switch is broken Change the switch 

Circuit connection error 
Check circuit and 
solution 

The chair only goes down 
not up. 

The chair rising limit switch 
under the countertop is 
broken. 

Change 
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Check the above phenomenon, if still unable to work, please contact the factory 
or the Repair serive store, please let professional personnel to maintenance 
equipment or change parts. 

Maintenance service 

Do not try to repair the machine by yourself, after the cover is opened, you will face 
electric shock and other dangers!!! Please let professional maintenance personnel to 
repair. 

Under the following circumstances, please unplug the power plug from the power 
socket, and please professional maintenance personnel for repair. 

1. Damaged power cord or plug. 

2. Liquid splashes on the fuselage or foreign objects fall into the aircraft. 

3. The machine is exposed to rain or water. 

4. The machine is dropped or damaged. 

5. In case of abnormal conditions of the machine. 

 

Repair guide 

Repair telephone: 0316-6067208 

Step 1: make a call detailing the problem 

Step 2: mail the defective machine to our company 

Step 3: repair and send it back to the user 

Step 4: call back 
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